
BENARTEX
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS



carton contents
hardware

Qty 36: 34mm x 5mm 
connecting bolts

Qty 36: 15mm camsQty 24: 11mm x 5mm 
connecting bolts

carton contents
wood parts

Qty 4:  Tray bottoms

Qty 1:  Left side Qty 1:  Left side

Qty 4:  Tray backs
(backs can be identiꢀed by the 5mm 
holes going through the entire part

Qty 4:  Tray fronts
(fronts can be identiꢀed by the 5mm 

holes not going through the part

Qty 1:  toe kick



TOOLS REQUIRED

#2 Philips Head Screw Driver
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3 4

CONNECTING BOLT AND CAM ASSEMBLY OVERVIEW

Seat panel securely over connecting bolt(s).  
The edge of one panel should make continuous 
contact with the face of the mating part

Rotate the cam ꢀtting(s) 
approximately 180 degrees clockwise 
to tighten and secure the ꢀtting.  

Slide panels together so that connecting bolt(s) 
align with 8mm hole(s) in sides of adjoining 
boards.  Make sure the arrow on the cam ꢀtting 
is pointing toward the edge of the part

Screw connecting bolt(s) into 5mm hole(s).  
Make sure connecting bolt is straight and 
ꢁange is ꢁush to wood surface
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CONNECTING BOLT AND PLASTIC RAFIX ASSEMBLY OVERVIEW

Rotate the cam ꢀtting(s) 
approximately 180 degrees clockwise 
to tighten and secure the ꢀtting.  

Slide panels together so that connecting bolt(s) 
align with the plastic raꢀx connector in the 
adjoining board(s). 

Screw connecting bolt(s) into 5mm hole(s).  
Make sure connecting bolt is straight and 
ꢁange is ꢁush to wood surface

Seat panel securely over connecting bolt(s).  
The edge of one panel should make continuous 
contact with the face of the mating part

BAD BAD GOOD

Ring around connecting bolt 
base is below the surface of the 

board

Connecting bolt is not 
perpendicular to board surface

Connecting bolt is straight and 
ꢁush to board surface

WARNING!



Insert the cams into the 15mm holes on the drawer 
fronts and backs.  There should be 4 of each with 4 
cams to be installed for each piece.

15mm cam

Insert the cams into the 15mm holes on the toe kick

15mm cam
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Install 34mm connecting bolts as shown.  Note that 
the connecting bolts should be installed on the 
opposite side of the cams on the drawer backs. 

Attach the front and backs of the tray box to the tray 
bottom as shown.  Refer to the raꢀx installation 
section of the manual for more detail if needed.

Raꢀx connecting bolt x6
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Install 34mm connecting bolts as shown.   Repeat the 
process on the right side panel.



Slide the tray bodies over the connecting bolts on the side panels.  Do 
the same with the toe kick.  The tray backs should face the straight 
side so that the cams are not visible to customers.  The hardware side 
of the toe kick should also face to the back of the display. 

Attach the opposite side by sliding the connecting 
bolts into their mating borings in the sides of the 
tray bodies and toe kick.
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A DETAIL A

SCALE 1 : 2

WHEEL INSTALLATION

A pair of wheels are installed on the back rounded 
corners of the display to make transportation easier.

Snug the wheels so they are secure, but be careful to 
not overtighten.  

Tip the display upright.  When the display needs to be 
moved, rock it backward so that it rools smoothly on 
the wheels without dragging any other parts of the 
display on the ground.

Install the long hex bolt so that the head of the bolt is 
to the outside of the display.  Slip the axle bushing 
over the threaded side of the screw and then slide the 
wheel over the axel spacer.  Install the supplied 
washer and nut to secure the wheel.
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fasteners are hand tight before loading merchandise


